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Search for hotels and then book direct Fed up with trawling through lots of different
websites all showing the same hotel but at different rates? Are you tired of reading hotel
descriptions only to find that they are out of date? Or have you found that although the rate
looks the same, different sites have different booking conditions that affect what is actually
included in the rate?
Directly Hotels offers you the perfect solution - an easy way to search for hotels around the
world but, when you want to check prices or availability, we link you directly to the hotel’s own
website. Best rates guaranteed
Using the hotel’s official website you are guaranteed to get the hotel’s best rate. The hotels
listed on our site have guaranteed that their own website offers the best rates they have - equal
to, or less than, any other rates you will find out there on travel comparison sites. Book direct
with the hotel
Your booking will be made directly with the hotel, not through us or any other intermediary
website. The hotel will receive your reservation directly so there is no chance of it getting ‘lost in
the system’. Preferential treatment
Hotels prefer to receive bookings direct from customers so when they are allocating rooms, they
will often show preference to guests who have booked with them directly.
Real time prices, availability and descriptions
The information you see will be directly from the hotel’s own, official website. You can rest
assured that you are looking at the most up-to-date rates, availability and hotel room
descriptions. And if you want to ask the hotel any questions, you are right there on their site with
all their contact details to hand. Nothing is hidden away. Great selection of hotels
Our website has been created to provide you with an instant list of quality hotels in your desired
city. We cut down the time you spend on research and then provide you with direct access to
the hotel’s own website.
We hope you enjoy our directory of official hotel websites and please let us know if there are
any of your favourite hotels that we are not listing. We’ll get them listed for your next visit!
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